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 Description

This is an exercise that asks students to select workflow diagrams from two
different institutions and analyze how they represent human agents, technological
agents, and the movement of digital objects. Students will not only compare and
contrast these workflows, but also discuss their efficacy as artifacts and models.
This lesson uses and adapts deliverables from the OSSArcFlow project (IMLS,
2017-2020).

Learning object type
Lesson plan/materials

Learning objectives

This learning object might be used in a lesson to satisfy the following learning
objectives:

● Design a born-digital archiving workflow.
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Exercise

1. Skim all workflows from the OSSArcFlow Project
2. Select two workflows and answer the following questions:

a. What types of institutions are represented here (use the OSSArcFlow
Digital Dossiers for reference)?

b. What human agents do you notice? Which ones are stated and which
ones implied?

c. What technological agents do you notice? Which ones are stated and
which ones are implied?

d. How do digital objects move from one place to another?
e. How do these institutions distinguish between different types of

content?
f. What are the strengths and weaknesses of these two workflows? Are

there any common “pain points”?
g. Are there any specifics missing that you would like to see?
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https://educopia.org/ossarcflow-as-is-all-workflows/
https://educopia.org/ossarcflow-digital-dossier-all-dossiers/
https://educopia.org/ossarcflow-digital-dossier-all-dossiers/
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This resource was released by the BitCuratorEdu project and is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.

Most resources from the BitCuratorEdu project are intentionally left with basic
formatting and without project branding. We encourage educators, practitioners,
and students to adapt these materials as much as needed and share them widely.

The BitCuratorEdu project is a three-year effort (2018-2021) funded by the Institute of
Museum and Library Services (IMLS) to study and advance the adoption of digital
forensics tools and methods in libraries and archives through professional education
efforts. This project is a partnership between Educopia Institute and the School of
Information and Library Science at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, along
with the Council of State Archivists (CoSA) and several Masters-level programs in library
and information science.
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https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://bitcuratoredu.web.unc.edu/
https://www.imls.gov/
https://www.imls.gov/
https://educopia.org/
https://sils.unc.edu/
https://sils.unc.edu/
https://www.statearchivists.org/

